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Now with SAGE Publishing, Mapping the Social Landscape: Readings in Sociology isÂ one of the

most established and widely-used anthologies forÂ Introductory Sociology. Susan J. Ferguson

selects, edits, and introduces 58 readings representing a plurality of voices and views within

sociology. The selections include classic statements from great thinkers like C. Wright Mills, Karl

Marx, Howard Becker, and Max Weber, as well as the works of contemporary scholars who address

current social issues. Many of the readings integrate questions of diversity, helping students see the

interrelationships among race-ethnicity, social class, and gender, and understand how these

relationships have shaped the experiences of all people in society. New selections focus on oÂ Â Â 

how Superstorm Sandy damaged social as well as physical structures oÂ Â Â  gender panics and

bathrooms oÂ Â Â  extreme poverty in the United States oÂ Â Â  transgender challenges to our

understanding of gender oÂ Â Â  a Muslim American punk rock subculture that is challenging

Islamophobia oÂ Â Â  lessons from the Affordable Care Act oÂ Â Â  revolutionary movements for

social change Â 
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"[Mapping the Social Landscape] is the best reader for introductory sociology that I have found. It is

an excellent collection of sociological work that is presented in a very abridged, student-friendly

format. There are well-written introductions to each work by Ferguson which allows students to see

how the reading relates to other sociological concepts and topics."--Stephanie Chan (06/02/2016)"I

have used Mapping the Social Landscape for a decade, and I am pleased with the chosen articles,

both classic and contemporary, and with the short introduction to each article. My students enjoy



reading the assigned articles far better than their textbook reading."--Aimee Zoeller

(05/23/2016)"[Mapping the Social Landscape] is a great resource. It contains a diverse range of

articles or book chapters by sociologists (or academics/journalists writing from a sociological

perspective). The articles illustrate key concepts and approaches within sociology, but do not define

them, allowing the instructor to explain key ideas in class, without repeating the assigned reading,

as often happens with traditional textbooks."

"[Mapping the Social Landscape]Â is the best reader for introductory sociology that I have found. It

is an excellent collection of sociological work that is presented in a very abridged, student-friendly

format. There are well-written introductions to each work by Ferguson which allows students to see

how the reading relates to other sociological concepts and topics." (Stephanie Chan 2016-06-02)"I

have usedÂ Mapping the Social LandscapeÂ for a decade, and I am pleased with the chosen

articles, both classic and contemporary, and with the short introduction to each article. My students

enjoy reading the assigned articles far better than their textbook reading." (Aimee Zoeller

2016-05-23)"[Mapping the Social Landscape] is a great resource. It contains a diverse range of

articles or book chapters by sociologists (or academics/journalists writing from a sociological

perspective). The articles illustrate key concepts and approaches within sociology, but do not define

them, allowing the instructor to explain key ideas in class, without repeating the assigned reading,

as often happens with traditional textbooks."  (Clare Sears 2016-05-12)

it's a good textbook for beginners in graduate studies. it's not very straightforward and clear in some

chapters. you can choose other famous macro books for complement

Bought this for my sociology class. Great book. Very interesting content. Even though I bought it to

be used as a text book, I think I'm going to keep it for regular reading.

I bought it on Tuesday and it arrived on Wednesday! Super fast shipping because we both live in

California that's why it was so fast but that's beside the point lol seller was very responsive to my

questions. Highly recommended!

We used this book in our Soc 101 class. The excerpts were enlightening and well written. It's an

easy way to read short stories from key sociologists and others close to the profession. I may just

keep this one!



Not great for an intro to soc book because it doesn't really include definitions but I love that it's small

and relatively inexpensive. Took forever and a half to get it though, even though I ordered it new

and direct from .

A bunch of educational short stories all very interesting and pretty easy to follow made the course

one of my favorites

Great

Great Condition
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